Sample Quiz or Review Questions
“Raising Poultry for Profit: Small-Scale Production”

	According to the fact sheet, what % of U.S. farms include poultry?
	3%

17%
27%
60%

	Increased marketing opportunities can come through certification programs that verify your….
	Animal welfare and production practices

Adherence to ethnic standards
Environmental stewardship
All of the above

	Which two nutrients in manure are the ones most discussed relative to their impact on water quality?
	Pathogens and phosphorus

Organic matter and potassium
Nitrogen and sediment
Nitrogen and phosphorus

	Improperly managed dead birds can lead to….
	Disease transmission

Water contamination
	Neighbor complaints
	All of the above


	What does the acronym GAPs stand for?
	Great Avian Procedures

Good Avian Preparation
Good Agricultural Practices
Given Agriculture’s Popularity
Which of the following is NOT a step in recommended safe egg handling guidelines?
	Do not allow eggs to touch one another to prevent contamination

Keep nests clean and gather eggs often to keep eggs clean
Sanitize eggs by dipping them in hot water with bleach added
Refrigerate eggs between 33 and 41 degrees
	
	Zoning regulations most often apply at what level?
	Federal

State 
Local

	T or F. You should find out if you need a license before selling eggs or meat.


	Short answer: Direct marketing refers to what type of selling arrangement?


	Short answer: List 3 things you can do to avoid creating complaints from your neighbors.




Correct Answers are underlined
	According to the fact sheet, what % of U.S. farms include poultry?
	3%
	17%
	27%

60%

	Increased marketing opportunities can come through certification programs that verify your….
	Animal welfare and production practices

Adherence to ethnic standards
Environmental stewardship
	All of the above


	Which two nutrients in manure are the ones most discussed relative to their impact on water quality?
	Pathogens and phosphorus

Organic matter and potassium
Nitrogen and sediment
	Nitrogen and phosphorus


	Improperly managed dead birds can lead to….
	Disease transmission

Water contamination
Neighbor complaints
	All of the above


	What does the acronym GAPs stand for?
	Great Avian Procedures

Good Avian Preparation
	Good Agricultural Practices
	Given Agriculture’s Popularity


	Which of the following is NOT a step in recommended safe egg handling guidelines?
	Do not allow eggs to touch one another to prevent contamination
	Keep nests clean and gather eggs often to keep eggs clean

Sanitize eggs by dipping them in hot water with bleach added
Refrigerate eggs between 33 and 41 degrees

	Zoning regulations most often apply at what level?
	Federal

State 
	Local


	T or F. You should find out if you need a license before selling eggs or meat.

True
Short answer: Direct marketing refers to what type of selling arrangement?
Selling your product(s) directly to the end consumer

	Short answer: List 3 things you can do to avoid creating complaints from your neighbors.


Cover manure or compost piles and only turn them on days the wind is not blowing
Introduce yourself to the neighbors and explain your farm to them
Follow all rules and regulations that apply to your or your farm
Clean up areas or situations that will create odors, dust or flies as soon as possible



